
Fade up on amorphous lights.
Pull out slowly

"I'm in a dream."

She wakes up. Wonder fills her face as she 
comprehends the view.

"Do you know where you are?"

Wide: to reveal we are in a penthouse overlooking city 
lights. Slow push in as Arnold shines flashlight in 
Delores's eyes.

"No. You're in..."

He sits.

"...well, you're in our world."

Slow push into Delores amazed.

"It looks like the stars have been scattered across 
the ground..."

She turns to him.

"Have you ever seen anything so full of splendor?"

Complimentary angle on Arnold.

"I have. ... it's better to see it through your eyes, 
though. You get used to it. After a while it doesn't 
look like anything at all."

Dolores's reflection fades up (as she is illuminated).
She is a blank slate.

"Bring yourself back online, Dolores."



"I don't think I could ever get used to this... It's 
like sunset and sunrise all at once.

...and approaches ford.

"The improvisations I added... aren't quite dialed in... 
I want her held back until I can run a diagnostic."

Ford enters FG. Arnold stands...

"She's not ready."

ECU Dolores. Slow push in. 

"We need to put our best foot forward."
"They'll be dazzled, even without her."

"There was a time when I found this favoritism 
charming."
"Robert, please--"

Dolores looks over...

Track laterally over champagne flutes and 
decanters (ford and Arnold distorted within). 

"He carved in ivory such a maid, so fair, that nature 
could not with his art compare."
"I'm not playing favorites. She's simply not ready. We 
go with the other girl."

Slow push in to Dolores as ford exits in bg. Arnold comes up to her and rests a hand on her 
shoulder.

"Arnold -- is she ready?"



Arnold departs. Pull out from Dolores in darkness.The lights fade.



Abstract FG Slide r. Logan in FG hip man in Bg.

"But what's the point of a sixty million dollar 
warhol..."

MCU hip man.

"You're friend isn't a fan of the arts."

Logan looks to William.

"How are you bored right now?"

Over Logan to william.

"It's jet lag."

Slide off to reveal lounge. Long lens.

"They'd never seen one on the ceiling."

Slide l off back of Hip man to reveal Logan.

"... if you can't look at it while you fuck?"

Angle on william to windows. 

Yawn.

Tighter hip man. Slide r.

Laughter.



Profile Logan (looking to windows).

"You're always tired. We're not exactly out here 
digging coal, billy. It's just glad-handing."

Wide looking to windows. William stands...

"Then I'll leave it to the expert."

...landing in MCU Akacheta.

"Pardon me, Mr. Delos?" "Yes?"

And departs.

William walks away from booth Crosses past Angela, who now leads camera back to 
booth.

Reverse: to reveal akacheta and Angela, who step up



Wide looking to windows.

"Forgive the interruption, but I believe that we have 
an appointment. We're with the Argo project."

Hip man rises and exits.Logan gives hip man his card.

"Find me when you're back in the city. I'll show you 
where I hung the Rothko."

...And sits down.

"... My associate, Angela." "Names and faces, finally.  ....I Half expected to be 
kidnapped at the airport.

Akacheta shakes Logan's hand...

"Akacheta...."

Logan eyes Angela. Logan's POV (not literal POV) of Angela.



Push in to Akecheta as he gives his pitch.

"I admit our security measures can be a bit... 
forbidding. ...for your investment."

"...Assuming you can change your father's mind about 
investing in this sector."

Push into Angela for her pitch.

"Everyone else is rushing to build the virtual world. 
We're offering something a little more... tangible."

Profile akecheta over to Angela. He gives her a 
scolding look and then turns to Logan.

"YOu'll have to excuse her, she's --

Matching profile on Logan.

"Why? She's right... so let's hope you're not here to 
sell me some fucking fool's gold."

Over Logan to Angela as she stands.

"I will personally guarantee that your trip won't go 
to waste."

ECU Angela, seductive.

"Join us for the presentation."

Over Angela's hand to Logan.

Slow push in to Logan listening and responding.

"If I decide to invest. Do you know how many start 
ups are begging for my cash? Ai, ar, vr..."



Angle on door

Logan pov. Push in to party.

...landing in CU. sounds of a party. He reacts...Akecheta opens door. Pull back as Logan enters 
foyer...

Slide r: party guests (Craddock). Slide r: more party guests.

Push into piano player.
Push in to Logan. Less than pleased.



Over Logan to party. He turns...

"I thought this was a private demonstration."

Walks to the door, past akecheta.

"I think you'll find the company quite stimulating."
"You're a smooth shill, Pal, but I'm not the kind of 
backer you can insult with a cattle call.

Angela stops him.

"Logan this is a private demonstration. And it's 
already begun."

Reverse: they pause... Logan begins to clue in.

"You mean one of these people is--"
"Talk to them and see if you can pick them out."

"Oh that is delicious."

Leads him back.

On akecheta, observing.
Profile angle: Logan getting into the game.



Logan leads us. Picks up a drink on the way.

Out the other side of a pillar.

Past piano player...

Hands a sneezing guest a hanky. Watches a guest lift a strap

Watches another guest clean his glasses ...meets akecheta in a 50/50.

"YOu should tell your plants to stop giving the game 
away. They are all so painfully human. Hang on.

Turns. we rack to Angela in the bg.

...moves past party guests, observing them. Our 
focus remains with him.



 Back to akecheta... Logan realizing.

"Come on there is simply no. Fucking. Way."
"You have quite an eye my friend."

We move 180 as Logan circles Angela, examining her.

"...I should have seen it downstairs, I guess. You're 
too perfect to be one of us."

Arrives at Angela.

"How in the hell...? I mean, listen if I was going to 
build something to spec, you'd be my first design...'

Landing in 50/50, akecheta in BG.

"Of course if you want my full endorsement, you'll 
have to prove it--

Angela raises a finger.

Pull out, wide lens, as the party guests freeze.

"Welcome to Westworld."

Logan leads us (he drops off empty glass)

Angle on piano keyboard. Pull back as player 
freezes on a final note...

....which sustains



Track logan as he moves through the Fozen crowd, 
stunned.

"Nobody can do this. Nobody's even... "

Landing in CU.

"No. We're not here yet. Nobody is."

Slide r: past frozen craddock.

Angela comes up behind him.

"Oh, we're here, mr. Delos."

Landing close to him.

"All of our hosts are here. For you."

Boom down to reveal the player is clementine. Slide L: past frozen akecheta.

Wide reverse: as logan takes her And we pull back to reveal someone is watching.



Curtain is closed blocking the view.

End ECU on Dolores.

The person turns revealing it is Dolores. Reverse over Dolores, revealing Arnold. He holds up 
a coat.

"Let's go for a walk."



Come off FG construction materials, rack focus to 
BG, where we see Arnold shutting gate, Dolores on 
stairs.

Steadicam: lead Dolores taking it all in.

Reverse angle to reveal unfinished house. Arnold and 
Dolores step into shot.

Lateral track through ground foyer. They enter. Push in as Arnold leads Dolores through upstairs 
foyer.

Pull out as Dolores and Arnold enter second floor. High angle over upstairs balcony as they settle into 
the room.

"You live here?"

Gentle lateral track as Dolores looks around.

"No. My wife says I live in the park. I'm moving my 
family here. So I don't get lost. I need my two 
worlds to at least be  within  reach of one another."

Continue to track right as they step forward into MCu.

"What is this place?"
"This is my home. Or it will be when it's finished. Come 
look."


